**TRANSCENDENTAL RURALITIES**

**APRIL 29th - 30th & MAY 1st**
**11:30 AM - 5:30 PM**
**Register:** [UCISTHMUS](http://bit.ly/UCISTHMUS)

**SPEAKERS:**
- Long Bui (UCI), April J Mayes (Pomona College)
- Noelani Goodyear-Kānoa (UCS)
- Āpua (University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa),
- Brent Hayes Edwards (Columbia University)

**MODERATORS:**
- Long Bui (UCI), April J Mayes (Pomona College)
- Noelani Goodyear-Kānoa (UCS)
- Āpua (University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa)

**MODERATOR:**
- Darlene Ragan (UCI)

**RESISTANCE IN (A)SYNCHRONOUS FUTURES**

**APRIL 13th & 22nd**
**Register:** TBD

**SPEAKERS:**
- Fred Moten (NYU), Keeanga-Yamahtta Taylor (Princeton University), Robin Kelley (UCLA), Eve Gullin (Claremont Graduate University), Joseph M. Pierce (Stony Brook University), Rija Benjamin (Princeton University)

**CREATIVE PRESENTERS:**
- Borderclick, Ashley Lukashevsky, Kim Leubwiler, Christina Catherine Martinez

**COMMUNITY SPEAKERS:**
- Kimberly Drew

**OLYMPIA: CITY ON THE EDGE**

**MAY 13th & 22nd**
**Register:** TBD

**SPEAKERS:**
- Fred Moten (NYU), Keeanga-Yamahtta Taylor (Princeton University), Robin Kelley (UCLA), Eve Gullin (Claremont Graduate University), Joseph M. Pierce (Stony Brook University), Rija Benjamin (Princeton University)

**CREATIVE PRESENTERS:**
- Borderclick, Ashley Lukashevsky, Kim Leubwiler, Christina Catherine Martinez

**COMMUNITY SPEAKERS:**
- Kimberly Drew

---

**SEA SENSE: BLUE HUMANITIES AND THE EARLY MODERN IMAGINARY**

**APRIL 29th - 30th & MAY 1st**
**11:30 AM**

**SPEAKERS:**
- Marisa Bass (Yale University), Alex Borucki (UCI), Jeffrey Cohen (Arizona State University), Kevin Dawson (UCM), Anne Goldgar (USC), Hanneke Grootenboer (Radboud University), David Igler (UCI), Andrew Lipman (Barnard College), Steven Mintz (St. John’s University), Jessica Millward (UCI), Claudia Swan (Washington University), Julian Yelas (University of Delaware)

**MODERATORS:**
- Lyle Massey (UCI), Bronwen Wilson (UCLA), Julia Reinsard-Lupton (UCI)

---

**HAWAII’I FUTURES: A TALK BY SEAN CONNELLY**

**MAY 5th**
**12PM**

**SPEAKERS:**
- Sean Connelly (Artist-Architect), Aziz Sohail (UCI)

**MODERATOR:**
- Aaron Katzeman (UCI)

---

**STORIES FROM THE SEA: A SHOWCASE OF STUDENT-COMMUNITY PROJECTS**

**MAY 6th**
**7PM**

---

**BETWEEN ISLANDS & Isthmus:**

**MOVEMENTS ACROSS CARIBBEAN AND PACIFIC WORLDS**

**MAY 7th & MAY 14th**
**10 AM**

**SPEAKERS:**
- Noéani Goodyear-Kānoa (University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa), François Guadette (University of Amsterdam and Senior Research Fellow at KITLV), The Royal Netherlands Institute for Southeast Asian and Caribbean Studies, Charisian Greiner (University of the West Indies)

**MODERATOR:**
- Chelsea Schields (UCI)

**MAY 14 REGISTER:** [HTTP://BIT.LY/YUCISLAND](http://bit.ly/YUCISLAND)

**SPEAKERS:**
- Long Bui (UCI), Apoll J. Hayes (Pomona College)

**MODERATOR:**
- Félix Jean-Louis (UCI)

---

**THE OCEAN HAS RHYTHM:**

**FOUR CENTURIES OF MUSICAL TRAVELS ACROSS THE ATLANTIC AND THE CIRCUIT OF SOUND IT CREATED**

**MAY 19th & 12PM**
**Register:** TBD

**SPEAKERS:**
- John Collins (University of Legon), Rissi Miller (UCI), S. Abia Wray (UCI), Mark LeWitt (UCI), Ann Tau O’Flahill (UCLA), Scott Brown (UCLA)

---

**PHANTOM AFRICA:**

**A DISCUSSION WITH BRENT HAYES EDWARDS**

**MAY 20th**
**5:30 PM**

**SPEAKERS:**
- Brent Hayes Edwards (Columbia University)

**MODERATOR:**
- Carrie Noland (UCI)

---
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